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This newly updated guide book for traveling through the Hopi and Navajo nations has information

about both the history and the people of the area. Also contains hotel and restaurant listings, maps

and other resources.
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Some Arizona books have these large sections dotted off--the Indian reservations the authors think

you needn't know about--but this book takes you there. It's informed, pragmatic, and refreshingly

free of hype. The "Important Things to Know" chapter includes Navajo creation stories along with

health precautions and how to buy a Navajo rug. From Four Corners National Monument to the

Grand Canyon, Fran Kosik gives needed survival advice on motels, camping, restaurants (and gas

stations, which aren't as plentiful as you may think), interspersed with scholarly archeological,

geographical anthropological information, and sensitive attention to the people who still live there.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Native Roads should be in the vehicle of everyone who does any driving around in what we call

Indian Country. -- Tony HillermanA sure winner. Anyone traveling the Four Corners region will want

a copy on the seat beside them. -- The Tombstone Epitaph

If you're going to travel in "Indian country" you need to keep this one in the front seat. Your

companion can read while you drive. This book is recommended in the conclusion of The Native



American Indian Artist Directory. Along with The Field Guide to Southwest Indian Arts and Crafts

you can have a great adventure in the Southwest. Read Kosik and Hardeen's book first. Then read

the Field Guide to learn about the art along the "Native Roads." Then open up The Native American

Indian Artist Directory and find an address or phone number for the artist that interests you most

and have a memorable experience!!

i bought a used copy of this book thinking that it would give me the highlights of the various roads of

"indian country".. i was a bit disappointed in this for about the first hundred pages - until i finally

figured out what the book was about. it was subtle detail about everything. once i slowed down and

started understanding what the author was doing, i suddenly realized that i had in my hands one of

the most amazing books i have EVER read. history, politics, geology, rug patterns,hotels, shops - of

the hopi and navajo nations - it is all here. buy this book if you travel in these areas. it is simply

wonderful.

This is a good book to learn about my most favorite area of Arizona. A Navajo was showing me one

he had so I ordered one for myself.

great information will come in handy.

We used this for our recent Anasazi tour of NM, AZ, and UT. Lots of interesting stuff, but the milage

is way off in places like Canyon de Chelly.

Not often does a road guide go in to the category of leisure reading, but this one certainly does. The

descriptions capture the magic of this part of the country, and serve as a reminder of previous visits

to the area, and as a stimulus for future visits.

I'm just going to quote Tony Hillerman, he says it best: "NATIVE ROADS is loaded with all sorts of

helpful iinformation, well designed, easy to use. Don't head for the reservation country without one."

This book was not what I expected. The paper is black and white . . . very similar to newspaper. It

was hard to understand. I should have returned the book.
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